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(,ET . 40)

March 1 .

	

The divergent open capsules (?) of the
rhodora, yellowish-brown, are quite interesting when the
sun falls on them . We have just had a winter with
absolutely no sleighing, which I do not find that any
one distinctly remembers the like of . It may have been
as warm before, but with more snow . It was wonder-
fully warm and pleasant up to the 10th of February,
and since then the greatest degree of cold I have heard
of was -4° .

	

The ground has been partially covered
or whitened only since the 20th . It has been an ex-
cellent winter for walking in the swamps, or walking
anywhere, and for lumbering operations in Jlaine, there
being not too much snow, and yet the swamps, etc .,
frozen there .

March 2.

	

Snowed last night and this morning,
about seven inches deep, much more than during the
winter, the first truly wintry-looking day so far as snow
is concerned ; but the snow is quite soft or damp,
lodging in perpendicular Nvalls on the limbs, white
on black . But it is as yet neither wheeling nor sleigh-
ing, the ground being muddy.

I remember to have seen these wood-lots being cut
this winter : a little on the southwest edge of R . W. E.'s
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Pinnacle ; Stow's, up to east end of cold pool ; north-
west corner of Gowing's, next Great Fields and Moore ;
an acre or more of the southwest part of the Dennis
swamp by railroad ; Cyrus Hosmer's, southwest of
Desert ; and west of Marlborough road ; except north
part of last .

I walk through the Colburn farm pine woods by
railroad and thence to rear of John Hosmer's . See a
large flock of snow buntings, the white birds of the
winter, rejoicing in the snow. I stand near a flock in
an open field. They are trotting about briskly over
the snow amid the weeds, - apparently pigweed and
Roman wormwood, -- as it were to keep their toes
warm, hopping up to the weeds . Then they restlessly
take to wing again, and as they wheel about one, it is
a very rich sight to see them dressed in black and
white uniforms, alternate black and white, very dis-
tinct and regular . Perhaps no colors would be more
effective above the snow, black tips (considerably
more) to wings, then clear white between this and the
back, which is black or very dark again . One wonders
if they are aware what a pleasing uniform appearance
they make when they show their backs thus . They
alight again equally near . Their track is much like
a small crow's track, showing a long heel and furrow-
ing the snow between with their toes .
The last new journal thinks that it is very liberal,

nay, bold, but it dares not publish a child's thought
on important subjects, such as life and death and good
books . It requires the sanction of the divines just as
surely as the tamest journal does . If it had been pub-
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lished at the time of the famous dispute between Christ
and the doctors, it would have published only the opin-
ions of the doctors and suppressed Christ's . There
is no need of a law to check the license of the press .
It is law enough, and more than enough, to itself.
Virtually, the community have come together and
agreed what things shall be uttered, have agreed on a
platform and to excommunicate him who departs
from it, and not one in a thousand dares utter anything
else . There are plenty of journals brave enough to
say what they think about the government, this being
a free one ; but I know of none, widely circulated or
well conducted, that dares say what it thinks about
the Sunday or the Bible . They have been bribed to
keep dark . They are in the service of hypocrisy .

March 4 . Thermometer 14° this morning, and this
makes decent sleighing of the otherwise soft snow .

Father Rasle's dictionary of the Abenaki language
amounts to a very concentrated and trustworthy natu-
ral history of that people, though it was not completed .
What they have a word for, they have a thing for .
A traveller may tell us that he thinks they used a pave-
ment, or built their cabins in a certain form, or soaked
their seed corn in water, or had no beard, etc ., etc . ;
but when one gives us the word for these things, the
question is settled, - that is a clincher .

	

Let us know
what words they had and how they used them, and
we can infer almost all the rest . The lexicographer not
only says that a certain people have or do a certain
thing, but, being evidently a disinterested party, it
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may be allowed that he brings sufficient evidence to
prove it. He does not so much assert as exhibit . He
has no transient or private purpose to serve .
The snow balls particularly when, as now, colder

weather comes after a damp snow has fallen on muddy
ground, and it is soft beneath while just freezing above.

I grow so fast and am so weighed down and hindered,
that I have to stop continually and look for a rock where
I may kick off these newly acquired heels and soles.

March 5 . `Vent to hear a Chippeway Indian, a
Doctor Mung-somebody, -assisted by a Penobscot,
who said nothing . He made the audience laugh un-
intentionally by putting an m after the word too, which
he brought in continually and unnecessarily, and almost
after this word alone, emphasizing and prolonging
that sound, as, " They carried them home toom-ah,"
as if it were a necessity for bringing in so much of the
Indian language for a relief to his organs or a com-
pensation for " twisting his jaws about," as he said,
in his attempt to speak English . So Polis and the
Penobscots continually put the um or em to our
words, - as paddlum, littlum, etc . There was so much
of unsubdued Indian accent resounding through his
speech, so much of the "bow-arrow tang!" I have no
doubt it was a great relief to him and seemed the word
best pronounced.'
He thought his ancestors came from Asia, and was

sure that Behring's Strait was no obstacle, since In-
dians of his tribe cross Lakes Huron and Sulx~rior in

1 [Maine Woods, p . 187 ; Riv . 230, 231 .]
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birch-bark canoes . Thought Indians might be Jews,
because of a similarity of customs . When a party of
his warriors wish to tell an advanced party concealed
in a dangerous position to retreat, they shoot an arrow
close past them ; if to stay, they shoot an arrow over
their heads ; and exactly this, he declared, the Jews
did . I inferred from his statement that the totem (a
deer in his case) takes the place of the surname with
us, for he said that his children would have the same
totem . He did not use this word . Said they had a
secret fraternity like the Masonic, by which they knew
and befriended members anywhere.
Had some ornaments of snake-skins, four or five

inches broad, with a bead edging, - broad belts, -
worn diagonally across the breast or for a garter, or
for a very large and broad string handle to a bag,
passing round the neck . Also an otter-skin pouch.
The head left on was evidently very convenient as well
as important, to hold it when caught under the belt .
It was thus very quickly returned to its place . Had
head, feet, and all . Had on an eagle-feather cap, i . e .
a band with long black eagles' feathers standing from
it . This not worn every (lay . A buffalo-skin blanket,
worked with porcupine quills.
Showed the cradle . The mother cuts a notch in

the lower end for each day that passes and one at the
top for each moon. If it J falls into the water it floats
on this . Said the first l)oetry made at Plymouth was
suggested by the sight of this cradle swinging from a
tree, viz . " Rock-a-by, baby," etc .

Exhibited N"ery handsome birch-bark trays, orna-
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mented with moose-hair inworked in the false bottom
and side, representing strawberries, etc ., very well .
Only the white hair was not dyed. These were made
without communication with the whites .
They place the feet of the child in the cradle straight,

or as they would have them . Indians step with the
feet straight, but whites, who toe out, seem to have no
use for any toes but the great one in walking . Indian
women are brought up to toe in . It is improper for
them to toe out . Shot small arrows through a blow-
gun very straight at an apple a rod off, lodging them
all in it. The gun was of elder with the pith out,
about six feet long ; the arrows, quite slender, of hard
wood, with a large and dense cylindrical mass of
thistle-clown at what is commonly the feathered end .
The Penobscot, who chanced to be Joe Polis's brother,

told me that the shecorway of the Maine lakes -vvas the
sheldrake, and that when they call out the moose at
night they imitate the voice of the cow moose . That
of the bull is very different .
The former carried the cradle low down on his back

with a strap round his head, and showed how the
mother had both hands free and could chop wood, etc .,
with her infant on her back. The same blanket covered
both if necessary, and the child was prevented from
being smothered by the bow over its face holding up
the blanket . He regretted that their marriage customs
were not so good as ours, that they did not choose for
themselves but their parents for them .
We read the English poets ; we study botany and

zoology and geology, lean and dry as they are ; and
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it its rare that we get a new suggestion . It is ebb-tide

witth the scientific reports, Professor in the chair .
WEe would fain know something more about these ani-
mails and stones and trees around us . We are ready
to skin the animals alive to come at them . Our scien-

tifiic names convey a very partial information only ;

they suggest certain thoughts only . It does not occur

to me that there are other names for most of these ob-

jects, given by a people who stood between me and

them], who had better senses than our race . How little
I ]know of that arbor-vitcv when I have learned only
wlflat science can tell inc!

	

It is but a word.

	

It is not a

tree of l?fe . But there are twenty words for the tree

arod its different parts which the Indian gave, which

aree not in our botanies, which imply a more practical

ankd vital science .

	

He used it every day .

	

He was well
ac quainted with its wood, and its bark, and its leaves .
T ao science does more than arrange what knowledge

w(c have of any class of objects . But, generally speak-
in;g, how much more conversant was the Indian with
ally wild animal or plant than we are, and in his lan-
gtoage is implied all that intimacy, as much as ours is
expressed in our language . How many words in his
]a .nguage about a inoose, or birch bark, and the like!
T"he Indian stood nearer to wild nature than we .
T"he wildest and noblest quadrupeds, even the largest
fr-'esli-water fishes, some of the wildest and noblest
bards mid the fairest flowers have actually receded

a~i u7e advanced, and we have but the most distant
jiroowledge of them . A rumor has come down to us

that the skin of a lion was seen and his roar heard
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here by an early settler. But there was a race here
that slept on his skin . It was a new light when my
guide gave me Indian names for things for which I
had only scientific ones before . In proportion as I un-
derstood the language, I saw them from a new point
of view.
A dictionary of the Indian language reveals another

and wholly new life to us . Look at the word " canoe,"
and see what a story it tells of outdoor life, with the
names of all its parts and modes of using it, as our
words describing the different parts and seats of a
coach, -with the difference in practical knowledge
between him who rides and him who walks ; or at the
word "wigwam," and see how close it brings you to the
ground ; or " Indian corn," and see which race was most
familiar with it . It reveals to me a life within a life,
or rather a life without a life, as it were threading the
woods between our towns still, and yet we can never
tread in its trail . The Indian's earthly life was as far
off from us as heaven is .

I saw yesterday a musquash sitting on thin ice on
the Assabet, by a hole which it had kept open, gnaw-
ing a white root . Now and then it would dive and bring
up more . I waited for it to dive again, that I might
run nearer to it meanwhile, but it sat ten minutes all
wet in the freezing wind while my feet and ears grew
numb, so tough it is ; but at last I got quite near .
When I frightened it, it dove with a sudden slap of
its tail . I feel pretty sure that this is an involuntary, move-
ment, the tail by the sudden turn of the body being
brought down on the water or ice like a whip-lash .
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March 6.

	

P. M. - Up river on ice to Fair Haven
Pond .
The river is frozen more solidly than during the

past winter, and for the first time for a year I could
cross it in most places . I did not once cross it the past
winter, though by choosing a safe place I might have
done so, without doubt, once or twice .
had no river walks before .

I see the first hen-hawk, or hawkof any kind, methinks,
since the beginning of winter . Its scream, even, is in-
spiring as the voice of a spring bird .
That light spongy bark about the base of the nes:ea

appears to be good tinder . I have only to touch one
end to a coal, and it all burns up slowly, without blaz-
ing, in whatever position held, and even after being
clipped in water.

But I have

March 7. Walking by the river this afternoon, it
being half open and the waves running pretty high,
- the black waves, yellowish where they break over
ice, - I inhale a fresh, meadowy, spring odor from
them which is a little exciting . It is like the fragrance
of tea, to an old tea-drinker .

March 8. Went to a concert of instrumental music
this evening . The imitations of the horn and the echo
by the violoncello were very good,, but the sounds of
the clarionet were the most liquid and melodious . It
is a powerful instrument and filled the hall, realizing
my idea of the shepherd's pipe . It was a conduit of
gurgling melody, but it apparently required a great
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effort of the lungs. Its sounds entered every cranny
of the hall and filled it to repletion with sweet liquid
melody. There was no squeaking, no jarring string,
no fuzzy breathing, no rattling stops ; but pure melody,
flowing in its own invisible and impalpable channels .

March 9 . About three inches more of snow fell
last night, which, added to about five of the old, makes
eight, or more than before since last spring . Pretty
good sleighing .
The State commonly grants a tract of forest to make

an academy out of,' for such is the material of which
our institutions are made, though only the crudest part
of it is used, but the groves of the academy are straight-
way cut down, and that institution is built of its lumber,
its coarsest and least valuable part . Down go the groves
of the academy and up goes its frame, -on some
bare common far away . And as for the public domains,
if anybody neglected his civil duties during the last war,
he is privileged to cut and slash there, - he is let loose
against one hundred and sixty acres of well-behaved
trees, as if the liberty he had defended was derived
from liber, bark, and meant the liberty to bark the
trees .

March 14 .

	

P. M. - I see a Fringilla hyemalis, the
first bird, perchance, - unless one hawk, - which is
an evidence of spring, though they lingered with us
the past unusual winter, at least till the 19th of Janu-
ary . They are now getting back earlier than our per-

' [Maine 13'oods, p. 252 ; Riv. 31Q .1
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manent summer residents .

	

It flits past with a rattling
or grating drip, showing its two white tail-feathers .
The sleighing which began the 9th of March is now

clone, the only sleighing since the winter of '56-7 .
I hear that many cherry-birds have been seen . I think

I have seen many more tracks of skunks within two
or three weeks than all the winter before ; as if they
were partially dormant here in the winter, and came
out very early, i . c ., perhaps some of them are more
or less dormant .

D1orch 16 . P . M. -To Conantum .
A thick mist, spiriting away the snow . Very bad walk-

ing . This fog is one of the first decidedly spring signs ;
also the withered grass bedewed by it and wetting
my feet .

	

A still, foggy, and rather warm clay . I heard
this morning, also, quite a steadv warbling from tree
sparrows on the dripping bushes, and that peculiar
drawling note of a hen, who has this peevish way of
expressing her content at the sight of bare ground and
mild weather . The crowing of cocks and the cawing
of crows tell the same story . The ice is soggy and
dangerous to be walked oil .
flow conversant the Indian who lived out of doors,

who lay oil the ground, must have been with mouse-ear
leaves, pine-needles, mosses, and lichens, which form the
crust of the earth . No doubt lie had names accordingly
for many things for which we have no popular frames .

I walk in muddy fields, hearing the tinkling of new-
born rills . Where the melted snow has made a swift
rill in the rut of a cart-path, flowing over an icy bottom
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and between icy banks, I see, just below a little fall
of one inch, a circular mass of foam or white bubbles
nearly two inches in diameter, slowly revolving but
never moving off . The swift stream at the fall appears
to strike one side, as it might the side of a water-wheel,
and so cause it to revolve, but in the angle between this
and the fall, and half an inch distant, is another circle
of bubbles, individually larger and more evanescent,
only half an inch in diameter, revolving very rapidly
in the opposite direction . The laws, perchance, by
which the world was made, and according to which
the systems revolve, are seen in full operation in a rill
of melted snow.

March 17. Hear the first bluebird .
P . AI . - To the Hill .
A remarkably warm and pleasant day with a south

or southwest wind, but still very bad walking, the
frost coming out and the snow that was left going off .
The air is full of bluebirds . I hear them far and near
on all sides of the hill, warbling in the tree-tops, though
I do not distinctly see them .

I stand by the wall at the east base of the hill, look-
ing over the alder meadow, lately cut off . I am pecu-
liarly attracted by its red-brown maze, seen in this bright
sun and mild southwest wind. It has expression in it
as a familiar freckled face . Methinks it is about wak-
ing up, though it still slumbers . See the still, smooth
pools of water in its midst, almost free from ice . I
seem to hear the sound of the water soaping into it,
- as it were its voice .
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We must not expect it to blow warm long at a time .
Even to-clay, methinks, there are cool veins in the air,
as if some puffs came over snow and ice and others not,
like the meat which consisted alternately of a streak
of fat and a streak of lean .

I sit on the bank at the Hemlocks and watch the great
white cakes of ice going swiftly by . Now one strikes
a rock and swings round in an eddy . They bear on
them the wrecks and refuse of the shore where they
were formed. Even the shade is agreeable to-day .
You hear the buzzing of a fly from time to time, and
see the black speck zigzag by.
Ah! there is the note of the first flicker, a prolonged,

monotonous u~iclc-wiclc-wick-wick-wick-wic1,°, etc ., or, if
you ])lease, quiclc-glsiclc, heard far over and through
the dry leaves . But how that single sound peoples and
enriches all the woods and fields! They are no longer
the same woods and fields that they were . This note
really quickens what was dead . It seems to put a life
into withered grass and leaves and bare twigs, and
henceforth the days shall not be as they have been .
It is as when a family, your neighbors, return to an
empty house after a long absence, and you hear the
cheerful hum of voices and the laughter of children,
and see the smoke from the kitchen fire . The doors
are thrown open, and children go screaming through
the hall . So the flicker dashes through the aisles of the
grove, throws up a wiudmi here and cackles out it,
and then there, airing the house . It makes its voice
ring up-stairs and clown-stairs, and so, as it were,
fits it for its habitation and ours, and takes possession .
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It is as good as a housewarming to all nature . Now I
hear and see him louder and nearer on the top of the
long-armed white oak, sitting very upright, as is their
wont, as it were calling for some of his kind that may
also have arrived .
As usual, I have seen for some weeks on the ice

these peculiar (perla ? ) insects with long wings and two
tails .
The withered vegetation, seed-vessels of all kinds,

etc ., are peculiarly handsome now, having been re-
markably well preserved the past winter on account
of the absence of snow .
How indulgent is Nature, to give to a few common

plants, like checkerberry, this aromatic flavor to re-
lieve the general insipidity! Perhaps I am most sensible
of the presence of these plants when the ground is first
drying at this season and they come fairly out . Also
mouse-ear and pyrola .

Sitting under the handsome scarlet oak beyond the
hill, I hear a faint note far in the wood which reminds
me of the robin . Again I hear it ; it is he, - an occa-
sional peep . These notes of the earliest birds seem to
invite forth vegetation . No doubt the plants concealed
in the earth hear them and rejoice . They wait for this
assurance.
Now I hear, when passing the south side of the hill,

or first when threading the maple swamp far west of it,
the tchuck tchuck of a blackbird, and after, a distinct
conqueree.

	

So it is a red-wing ?
Thus these four species of birds have all come in

one clay, no doubt to almost all parts of the town.
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March 18 .

	

7 A . ivi . - By river.
Almost every bush has its song sparrow this morning,

and their tinkling strains are heard on all sides . You
sec them just hopping under the bush or into some
other covert, as you go by, turning with a jerk this
way and that, or they flit away just above the ground,
which they resemble . It is the prettiest strain I have
heard yet . Melvin is already out in his boat for all day,
with his white hound in the prow, bound up the river
for musquash, etc ., but the river is hardly high enough
to drive them out .

P . 1I . -To Fair Haven Hill via Hubbard's Bath .
How much more habitable a few birds make the

fields! At the end of winter, when the fields are bare
and there is nothing to relieve the monotony of the
withered vegetation, our life seems reduced to its
lowest terms . But let a bluebird come and warble
over them, and what a change! The note of the first
bluebird in the air answers to the purling rill of melted
snow beneath . It is eminently soft and soothing, and,
as surely as the thermometer, indicates a higher tem-
perature . It is the accent of the south wind, its ver-
nacular . It is modulated by the south wind . The song
sparrow, is more sprightly, mingling its notes with the
rustling of the brash along the watersides, but it is at
the same time more terrene than the bluebird . The
first woodpecker comes screaming into the empty house
and throws open doors and windows wide, calling out
each of them to let the neighbors know of its return .
But heard further off it is very suggestive of ineffable
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associations which cannot be distinctly recalled,-of
long-drawn summer hours,-and thus it, also, has the
effect of music . I was not aware that the capacity
to hear the woodpecker had slumbered within me so
long . When the blackbird gets to a conqueree he seems
to be dreaming of the sprays that are to be and on
which he is to perch. The robin does not come sing-
ing, but utters a somewhat anxious or inquisitive
peep at first . The song sparrow is immediately most
at home of any that I have named . I see this afternoon
as many as a dozen bluebirds on the warm side of a
wood .
At Hubbard's shore, where a strong but warm west-

erly wind is blowing, the shore is lined for half a rod in
width with pulverized ice, or "brash," driven against it .
At Potter's sand-hill (Bear Garden), I see, on the

southeast side of the blue-curls, very distinct and regu-
lar arcs of circles (about a third of a circle), scored deep
in the sand by the tops of these weeds, which have been
blown about by the wind, and these marks show very
surely and plainly how the wind has been blowing
and with -,vhat force and flawiness .
The rather warm but strong wind now roars in

the wood - as in the maple swamp - with a novel
sound . I doubt if the same is ever heard in the winter .
It apparently comes at this season, not only to dry the
earth but to wake up the trees, as it were, as one would
awake a sleeping man with a smart shake . Perchance
they need to be thus wrung and twisted, and their sap
flows the sooner for it .

Perfectly dry sand even is something attractive now,
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and I am tempted to tread on and to touch it, as a
curiosity . Skunks' tracks are everywhere now, on the
sand, and the little snow that is left .
The river is still closed with ice at Cardinal Shore,

so Melvin must have stopped here at least ; but there
is a crescent of "brash" there, which the waves blown
up-stream have made, half a dozen rods wide. It is
even blown a rod on to the solid ice . The noise made
by this brash undulating and grating upon itself, at
a little distance, is very much like the rustling of a
winrow of leaves disturbed by the winds . A little farther
off it is not to be distinguished from the roar of the
wind in the woods .

Each new year is a surprise to us . We find that we
had virtually forgotten the note of each bird, and
when we hear it again it is remembered like a dream,
reminding us of a previous state of existence . How
happens it that the associations it awakens are always
pleasing, never saddening ; reminiscences of our sanest
hours ? The voice of nature is always encouraging .
The blackbird - probably grackle this time -wings

his way direct above the swamp northward, with a
regular tchuck, carrier haste, calling the summer months
along, like a hen her chickens .
When I get, two thirds up the hill, I look round and

am for the hundredth time surprised by the landscape
of the river valley and the horizon with its distant
blue sc . lloped rim . It is a spring landscape, and as im-
possible a fortnight ago as the song of birds . It is
a deeper and warTner blue than in winter, methinks .
The snow is off the mountains, which seem even to
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have come again like the birds . The undulating river
is a bright-blue channel between sharp-edged shores
of ice retained by the willows . The wind blows strong
but warm from west by north, so that I have to hold
my paper tight when I write this, making the copses
creak and roar ; but the sharp tinkle of a song sparrow
is heard through it all . But all! the needles of the pine,
how they shine, as I look down over the Holden wood
and westward! Every third tree is lit with the most.
subdued but clear ethereal light, as if it were the most
delicate frostwork in a winter morning, reflecting no
heat, but only light . And as they rock and wave in the
strong wind, even a mile off, the light courses up and
down there as over a field of grain ; i. e ., they are
alternately light and dark, like looms above the forest,
when the shuttle is thrown between the light woof and
the dark web, weaving a light article, - spring goods
for Nature to wear . At sight of this my spirit is like a
lit tree . It runs or flashes over their parallel boughs
as when you play with the teeth of a comb . The pine-
tops wave like squirrels' tails flashing in the air . Not
only osiers but pine-needles, methinks, shine in the
spring, and arrowheads and railroad rails, etc ., etc .
Anacreon noticed the same . Is it not the higher sun, and
cleansed air, and greater animation of nature ? There
is a warmer red to the leaves of the shrub oak, and to
the tail of the hawk circling over them.

I sit on the Cliff, and look toward Sudbury . ), see
its meeting-houses and its common, and its fields lie
but little beyond my ordinary walk, but I never played
on its common nor read the epitaphs in its graveyard,
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and many strangers to me dwell there . How distant.
in all important senses may be the town which yet is
within sight! We see beyond our ordinary walks and
thoughts . With a glass I might perchance read the
time on its clock . How circumscribed are our walks,
after all! With the utmost industry we cannot expect
to know well an area more than six miles square, and
yet we pretend to be travellers, to be acquainted with
Siberia and .Africa!
Going by the epigea on Fair Haven Hill, I thought

I would follow down the shallow gully through the
woods from it, that I might find more or something
else . There was an abundance of cbeckerberry, as
if it were a peculiar locality for shrubby evergreens .
At first the checkerberry was green, but low down the
hill it suddenly became dark-red, like a different plant,
as if it had been more subject to frost there, it being
more frosty lower down. Where it was most turned,
that part of the leaf which `vas protected by another
overlapping it was still pure bright-green, making a
pretty contrast when you lifted it . Eight or ten rods
off I noticed an evergreen shrub with the aspect or
habit of growth of the juniper, but, as it was in the
woods, I already suspected it to be what it proved,
the American yew, already strongly budded to bloom.
This is a capital discovery . I have thus found the
ledurn and the taxus this winter and a new locality
of tlrc epig<ea .

March 19 . 1' . NI . --To Hill and Grackle Swamp.
Another pleasant and warm day . Painted my boat
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this afternoon . These spring impressions (as of the
apparent waking up of the meadow described day
before yesterday) are not repeated the same year,
at least not with the same force, for the next day the
same phenomenon does not surprise us . Our appetite
has lost its edge . The other day the face of the
meadow wore a peculiar appearance, as if it were
beginning to wake up under the influence of the south-
west wind and the warm sun, but it cannot again this
year present precisely that appearance to me. I have
taken a step forward to a new position and must see
something else . You perceive, and are affected by,
changes too subtle to be described .

I see little swarms of those fine fuzzy gnats in the
air . I am behind the Hemlocks . It is their wings which
are most conspicuous, when they are in the sun . Their
bodies are comparatively small and black, and they
have two mourning plumes in their fronts . Are not
these the winter gnat? They keep up a circulation
in the air like water-bugs on the water . They people
a portion of the otherwise vacant air, being apparently
fond of the sunshine, in which they are most conspicu-
ous . Sometimes a globular swarm two feet or more
in diameter, suggesting how genial and habitable the
air is become .

I hear turkeys gobble . This too, I suppose, is a spring
sound. I hear a steady sigh of the wind, rising and
swelling into a roar, in the pines, which seems to tell
of a long, warm rain to come .

I see a white pine which has borne fruit in its ninth
year. The cones, four in number, which are seven
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eighths of an inch long, have stems about two and a
half inches long! - not yet curving down ; so the stem
probably does not grow any more .

1\Ict Channing and walked on -,with him to what we
will call Grackle Swamp, admiring the mosses ; those
bright-yellow hypnums (? ), like sunlight on decaying
logs, and jungermannia, like sea-mosses ready spread .
Hear the phebe note of a chickadee . In the swamp,

see grackles, four or five, with the light ring about eye,
- their bead eves . They utter only those ineffectual
split notes, rno conqucree .
Might I not call that Ilemloch Brook? and the

source of it horse-skull 1lleadow ?
Hear the pleasant chill-lill of the F . hgemalis, the

first time lia .v e heard this note . This, too, suggests
pleasant associations .
By the river, see distinctly red-wings and hear their

compceree. They are not associated with grackles .
They are an age before their cousins, have attained
to clearness and liquidity . They are officers, epauletted ;
the others are rank and file . I distinguish one even
by its flight, hovering slowly from tree-top to tree-top,
as if ready to utter its liquid notes . Their whistle is
very clear and sharp, while the grackle's is ragged and
split .

It is a fine evening, as I stand on the bridge . The
waters are quite smooth ; very little ice to be seen . The
red-wing ~uid song sparrow are singing, and a flock of
tree sparrows is pleasantly warbling . A new era has
come . The red-wing's gn,rgle-ee is heard when smooth
waters begin ; they come together . One or two boys
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are out trying their skiffs, even like the fuzzy gnats
in the sun, and as often as one turns his boat round on
the smooth surface, the setting sun is reflected from
its side .

I feel reproach when I have spoken with levity,
when I have made a jest, of my own existence . The
makers have thus secured seriousness and respect for
their work in our very organization . The most serious
events have their ludicrous aspect, such as death ;
but we cannot excuse ourselves when we have taken
this view of them only . It is pardonable when we
spurn the proprieties, even the sanctities, making them
stepping-stones to something higher.

March 20.

	

A. M. - By river .
The tree sparrow is perhaps the sweetest and most

melodious warbler at present and for some days . It
is peculiar, too, for singing in concert along the hedge-
rows, much like a canary, especially in the mornings .
Very clear, sweet, melodious notes, between a twitter
and a warble, of which it is hard to catch the strain,
for you commonly hear many at once . The note of
the F . hgemahs, or chill-lill, is a jingle, with also a
shorter and drier crackling or shuffling chip as it flits
by. I hear now, at 7 A . M ., from the hill across the water,
probably the note of a woodpecker, I know not what
species ; not that very early gnah gnah, which I have
not heard this year . Now first I hear a very short robin's
song.

P . M. - To Clematis Brook via Lee's with C .
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We cross the Depot Field, which is fast becoming
dry and hard . At 11ubhard's wall, how handsome the
willow catkins! Those wonderfully bright silvery but-
tons, so regularly disposed in oval schools in the air,
or, if you please, along the seams which their twigs
make, in all degrees of forwardness, from the faintest,
tiniest speck of silver, just peeping from . beneath the
black scales, to lusty pussies which have thrown off
their scaly coats and show some redness at base on a
close inspection . These fixed swarms of arctic buds
spot the air very prettily along the hedges . They re-
mind me somewhat by their brilliancy of the snow-
flecks which are so bright 1)y contrast at this season
when the sun is high . Is not this, perhaps, the earliest,
most obvious, awakening of vegetable life ? '
Farmer told me this morning that he found a bay-

wing's egg yesterday, dropped in a footpath! I have
not seen that bird yet .

In low grounds we feel from time to time the icy
crust in the soil sink beneath us, but it is so dry that
we need no rubbers now. A small ant fallen on water
and swimming . A small brown grasshopper jumps
into a brook at our approach and, drifting down, clings
to a stubble . I see another just like it two hours later .
We look into that pool on the south side of Hubbard's
Grove, and admire the green weeds, water lnirslanc (? ),
at the bottom . There is, slowly moving along in it near
the bottom, one of those bashaws with two tails, -
in this case red tails, - something devil's-needle-like .

' They are grayish and not nearly so silvery a week or ten days

later, when more expanded, showing the dark scales .
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The whole pool is full of a small gyrating insect .

	

I took
up from a weed within it, by a chance sweep of my hand,
a minute bivalve clam-like shell hardly one twentieth
of an inch long . Yet this dries up in summer . The other
pool near by, within the woods, is still covered with
black soggy ice .
The herbaceous plants have evidently suffered far'

more than usual the past wonderfully mild and snow-
less winter. Not only is there less green in the fields,
but even less at the bottoms of the pools and ditches .
The foul flanks of the cattle remind me how early

it is still in the spring .
On that same tree by Conant's orchard, I see a flock

of cherry-birds with that alert, chieftain-like look, and
hear their seringo note, as if made by their swift flight
through the air.

	

They have been seen a week or two.
Fair Haven is still closed . Near the open water where

the river is eating up into it, the ice is very black, even
soot?/, here and there, from this point of view . You
would not believe that mere water-logged ice could
be so black . You cannot now get on to it, but you see
the holes which pickerel-fishers cut in it a month ago .
We go looking in vain for ducks, - a semiriparial

walk . From time to time we are deceived a moment
by a shining cake of ice on its edge at a distance .
We go along behind Lee's, looking out over the Sud-

bury meadows . I see a distant roof at Round Hill . It is
pleasant when we see thus only the roof of a house at
a distance, a mere gray scale, diamond-shape, against
the side of a hill, while all the lower part is lost in shade .
It is more interesting than a full view .
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The river but yesterday was a bright-blue artery

between straight edgings of ice. held by the bushes, but

beyond, on each side, was a clear canal . To-day most
,(this ice is drifted down the stream or blown across

it, so that often the straight edge is presented to the

opposite meadow and is at first sight unaccountable .

The wind shifts to cast or southeast, but still its

rawness is agreeable . As C . says of the water insects,

we too come out of our shells in the spring . Yes, we

take off our greatcoats .
I had noticed from the Cliff by Lee's road an ele-

vated sandy point above Pole Brook which I said must

be Indian ground, and, walking there, I found a piece

of a soapstone pot .
In the sluice ,%vav of Pole Brook, by the road just

beyond, I found another kind of Indian pot . It was

an eel-pot (? ) or creel, a wattled basket or wicker-

work, made of willow osiers with the bark on, very

artfully . It was about four feet long and shaped thus
Moore says that he
used to find them
in the brooks when
he was trout-fishing,
stopping them up so

closely with sticks and stones on the sides that not a trout

could * pass, and he Nvould cut them from end to end with

his knife . Ab()ut a dozen (or more) willow sticks, as big

[as] orne's finger or larger, being ;et small end down in

a circle, in a thin round hoard which made the bottom,
and then srualler osiers interwoven at right angles with
themm, close arndfirrn . :mother funnel-shaped basket was
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secured within this, extending about half-way down
it . a s represented by the dotted lines, with an open-
ing hardly two inches wide at the bottom, where only
a dozen sharped sticks approached each other . There
was a square door in the board bottom, by which the
fishes could be taken out . This was set in that sluice-
way, with the mouth or broad end down-stream, all
sunk beneath the surface, the fishes being now evidently
running up the brooks from the river and ponds, the
ice being mostly gone out of the meadows and brooks .
We raised this and found eight or ten small pickerel
in it, the biggest a foot long, and one good-sized perch .
It was pleasant to find that any were practicing such
cunning art in the outskirts .' I am not sure whether
this invention is Indian or derived from our own an-
cestors . "Creel" appears to be an old English word .
But I have no doubt that the Indians used something
very like this . How much more we might have learned
of the aborigines if they had not been so reserved!
Suppose they had generally become the laboring class
among the whites, that my father had been a farmer
and had an Indian for his hired man, how many abori-
ginal ways we children should have learned from them!
It was very pleasant to meet with this kind of textile
or basket in our walk, to know that some had leisure
for other things than farming and town meeting, and
that they felt the spring influence in their way . That
man was not fitting for the State prison when he was
weaving that creel . He was meditating a small poem

1 Minott has known them to be set for musquash, and sometimes
the musquash gnaw out, if not drowned .
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in his way . It was equal to a successful stanza whose
subject was spring .

'1"he fishes are going up the brooks as they open.
They are dispersing themselves through the fields and
woods, imparting new life into them . ~I'hcy are taking
their places under the shelving banks and in the dark
swamps . The water running down meets the fishes
running up . They hear the latest news . Spring-aroused
fishes are running up our veins too . Little fishes are
seeking the sources of the brooks, seeking to dissemi-
nate their principles . Tall: about a revival of religion!
and business men's prayer-meetings! With which all
the country goes mad now! What if it -,were as true and
wholesome a rc2ri.val as tlic little fishes feel which come
out of the sluggish Avaters and run up the brooks toward
their sources ? All Nature revi rc .s at this season . With
her it is really a new life, but with these churchgoers it is
only a revival of religion or hypocrisy .

	

They go down-
stream to still muddier waters . It cheers me more to
behold the swarms of gnats which have revived in the
spring sun .

	

The fish lurks by the mouth of its native
brook, watching its opportunity to dart up the stream
by the cakes of ice .
Do the fishes stay to hold prayer-meetings in Fair

Haven Bav, while some monstrous pike gulps them
down ? Or is it not rather each one privately, or with
its kindred spirits, as soon as possible stemming the
current of its native brook, making its -kvay to more
ethereal NA-aters, burnishing his scaly armor by his
speed, ofttimes rimning into osier creels and finding
its salvation there even, as in the discharge of its duty?
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No wonder we feel the spring influences . There is
a motion in the very ground under our feet . Each rill
is peopled with new life rushing up it .

If a man do not revive with nature in the spring,
how shall he revive when a white-collared priest prays
for him ?

Small water-bugs in Clematis Brook .
We had turned in at the old 1\Iinott house . We kept

on by Heron Pool and through the pitch pine wood be-
hind Baker's, down the path to Spanish Brook, and came
out on to the railroad at Walden . Charming thought
it was a suitably long stretch to wind up with, like one
of our old Nashoba walks, so long drawn and taxing
our legs so, in which it seemed that the nearer you got
to home the farther you had to go .
That is a very handsome descent by the path to

Spanish Brook, seeing the path below, between the
trunks of the trees . How important the hemlock amid
the pines, for its darker and wilder green!
We, too, are out, obeying the same law with all

nature . Not less important are
birds than the birds themselves.'
At last I see a small, straight

northeast in the distance .
In order that a house and grounds may be pictur-

esque and interesting in the highest degree, they must
suggest the idea of necessity, proving the devotion of
the builder, not of luxury . We need to see the honest
and naked life here and there protruding . What is
a fort without any foe before it, that is not now sus-

' [Charming, p. 94 .]

the observers of the

flock of ducks going
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taining and never has sustained a siege ?

	

The gentle-
man whose purse is always full, who can meet all de-
mands, though lie employs the most famous artists,
can never make a very interesting seat . Ile does not
carve from near enough to the bone . No man is rich
enough to keep a poet in his pay .

March 21 . Warm rain, April-like, the first of the
season, holding up from time to time, though always
completely overcast .
P . M. - To )Iinisterial Swamp via Little River .
Standing by the mud-hole in the swamp, I hear the

pleasant phebe note of the chickadee. It is, methinks,
the most of a wilderness note of any yet .

	

It is peculiarly
interesting that this, which is one of our winter birds also,
should have a note with which to welcome the spring .

Standing by that pool, it is pleasant to see the dimples
made on its smooth surface by the big drops, after the
rain has held up a quarter of an hour.
The skunk-cabbage at Clamshell is well out, shedding

pollen . It is evident that the (late of its flowering is
very fluctuating, according to the condition in which
the winter leaves the crust of the meadow .

This first spring rain is very agreeable .
hear the pattering of the drops on my umbrella, and I
love also the wet seent of the umbrella . It helps take
the remaining frost out and settles [lie ways, but there
is yet frost and ice in meadows and swamps .

I love to

March Q7 .

	

P. '\I . -- Launch my boat and row down-
stream .
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There is a strong and cool northwest wind . Leaving
our boat just below N. Barrett's, we walk down the
shore . We see many gulls on the very opposite side of
the meadow, near the woods . They look bright-white,
like snow on the dark-blue water . It is surprising how
far they can be seen, how much light they reflect, and
how conspicuous they are. Being strung along one
every rod, they made me think of a fleet in line of battle .
We go along to the pitch pine hill off Abner Buttrick's,
and, finding a sheltered and sunny place, we watch
the ducks from it with our glass . There are not only
gulls, but about forty black ducks and as many shcl-
drakes, and, I think, two wood ducks . The gulls ap-
pear considerably the largest and make the most show,
they are so uniformly light-colored . At a distance, as I
have said, they look like snowy masses, and even nearer
they have a lumpish look, like a mass of cotton, the head
being light as well as the breast . They are seen sailing
about in the shallow water, or standing motionless on a
clod that just rises above the surface, in which position
they have a particularly clumsy look ; or one or two may
be seen slowly wheeling about above the rest . From
time to time the whole flock of gulls suddenly rises and
begins circling about, and at last they settle down in
some new place and order . With these were at first as-
sociated about forty black ducks, pretty close together,
sometimes apparently in close single lines, some looking
lumpish like decoys of wood, others standing on the
bottom and reminding me of penguins . They were con-
stantly (living with great energy, making the water fly
apparently two feet upward in a thick shower .

	

Then
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away they all go, circling about for ten minutes at least
befor, they can decide where to alight .

'l`he black heads and white breasts, which may be
;olden-eyes, for they are evidently paired, male and
female, for the most part,' - and yet I thought that
I saw the red bill of the shcldrake, - these are most
incessantly and skillfully plunging and from time to
time apparently pursuing each other . They are much
more active, whether diving or swimming about, than
you expect ducks to be, . Now, perchance, they are
seen changing their ground, swimming off, perhaps,
two by two, in pairs, very steadily and swiftly, without
diving . I see two of these very far off on a bright-blue
bay where the waves are running high . They are two
intensely white specks, which yet you might mistake
for the foaming crest of waves . Now one disappears,
but soon is seen again, and then its companion is lost
in like manner, having dived .

I see those peculiar spring ( ? ) clouds, scattered cu-
muli with dark level bases . N_o doubt the season is to
be detected by the aspect of the clouds no less than by
that of the earth .

March 2;3 . Surveving Mr. Gordon's farm .
See something stirring amid the dead leaves in the

water at the bottom of a ditch, in two or three places,
and presently see the back of a, yellow-spotted turtle .
Afterward a large flock of fox-colored sparrows flits
by along an alder-row, uttering a faint chip like that
of the tree sparrow .

' They are sheldrakes .
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March- 24 .

	

I'. M. - To Fair Haven Pond, east side .
The pond not yet open . A cold north-by-west wind,

which must have come over much snow and ice . The
chip of the ground-bird' resembles that of a robin, i . e .,
its expression is the same, only fainter, and reminds
me that the robin's peep, which sounds like a note of
distress, is also a chip, or call-note to its kind .

Returning about 5 i,. Ni . across the Depot Field, I
scare up from the ground a flock of about twenty birds,
which fly low, making a short circuit to another part
of the field . At first they remind me of bay-wings,
except that they are in a flock, show no white in tail,
are, I see, a little larger, and utter a faint sweet sweet
merely, a sort of sibilant chip . Starting them again,
I see that they have black tails, very conspicuous
when they pass near . They fly in a flock somewhat like
snow buntings, occasionally one surging upward a
few feet in pursuit of another, and they alight about
where they first were . It [is] almost impossible to dis-
cover them on the ground, they squat so flat and so
much resemble it, running amid the stubble . But at
length I stand within two rods of one and get a good
view of its markings with my ;lass . They are the
Alauda alpestris, or shore lark quite a sizable and
handsome bird ; delicate pale-lemon-yellow line above
the [eye], with a dark line through the eye ; the yel-
low again on the sides of the neck and on the throat,
with a black crescent below the throat ; with a buff-
ash breast and reddish-brown tinges ; beneath, white ;

' That is, son ; sparrow .
z Did I not see them on Nantucket?
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above, rusty-brown behind, and darker, ash or slate,
with purplish-brown reflections, forward ; legs, black ;
and bill, blue-black . Common to the Old and New
Worlds.

March 25 . P . M. - To bank of Great Meadows by
Peter's .

Cold northwest wind as yesterday and day before .
Large skaters (Ilydrometra) on a ditch .

Going across A . Clark's field behind Garfield's,
I see many fox-colored sparrows flitting past in a strag-
gling manner into the birch and pitch pine woods on
the left, and hear a sweet warble there from time to
time . They are busily scratching like hens amid the
dry leaves of that wood (not swampy), from time to
time the rearmost moving forward, one or two at a
time, while a few are perched here and there on the
lower branches of a birch or other tree ; and 1 hear a
very clear and sweet whistling strain, commonly half-
finished, from one every two or three minutes . It is
too irregular to be readily caught, but methinks be-
gins like ar tche tch.e tchear, to tche tchear, etc ., etc .,
but is more clear than these words would indicate .
The whole flock is moving along pretty steadily.
There are so many sportsmen out that the ducks

have no rest on the Great Meadows, which are not
half covered with water . They sit uneasy on the water,
looking about, ~6thout feeding, and I see one man en-
deavor to approach a flock crouchingly through the
meadow for half a mile, With india-rubber boots on,
where the -,eater is often a foot deep. This has been
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going on, on these meadows, ever since the town was
settled, and will go on as long as ducks settle here .
You might frequently say of a poet away from home

that he was as mute as a bird of passage, uttering a.
mere chip from time to time, but follow him to his true
habitat, and you shall not know him, he will sing so
melodiously .

March 27 .

	

P. A1. - Sail to Bittern Cliff .
Scare up a flock of sheldrakes just off Fair Haven

Hill, the conspicuous White ducks, sailing straight
hither and thither . At first they fly low up the stream,
but, having risen, come back half-way to us, then wheel
and go up-stream. Soon after we scare up a flock of
black ducks . We land and steal over the hill through
the woods, expecting to find them under Lee's Cliff,
as indeed we do, having crawled over the hill through
the woods on our stomachs ; and there we watched
various water-fowl for an hour . There are a dozen
sheldrakes (or goosanders) and among them four or
five females . They are now pairing . I should say one
or two pairs are made . At first we see only a male
and female quite on the alert, some way out on the
pond, tacking back and forth and looking every way .
They keep close together, headed one way, and when
one turns the other also turns quickly . The male
appears to take the lead . Soon the rest appear, sailing
out from the shore into sight . We hear a squeaking
note, as if made by a pump, and presently see four or
five great herring gulls wheeling about . Sometimes
they mak-~ a sound like the scream of a hen-liawk .
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They are shaped somewhat like a very thick white
rolling-pin, sharpened at both ends . At length they
all <�ht near the clucks .
The sheldrakes at length acgnire confidence, come

close inshore and go to preening themselves, or it may
be they are troubled with lice . They are all busy about
it at, once, continually thrusting their bills into their
backs, still sailing slowly along back and forth offshore .
Sometimes they are in two or three straight lines . Now
they will all seem to be crossing the pond, but pre-
sently you see that they have tacked and are all heading
this way again . Arnon. them, or near by, I at length
detect three or four whistlers, by their wanting the red
bill, being considerably smaller and less white, having
a white spot on the head, a black back, and altogether
less White, and also keeping more or less apart and not
diving tivhen the rest do . Now one half the sheldrakes
sail off southward and suddenly go to diving as with
one consent . Seven or eight or the whole of the party
will be under water and lost at once . In the mean-
while, coming up, they chase one another, scooting
over the surface and inaking the -,vatcr fly, sometimes
three or four making a rush toNvard one .
At length I detect two little dippers, as I have called

them, though I am not sure that I have ever seen the
male before . Thcv are male and female close together,
the coinrnon size of what I have called the little dipper.'
'.['hey are incessant1v diving close to the button-bushes .

, Itiee says that tl;e little dipper has a lien bill and is not lobe-
footed . lie and leis brother Israel also speak of another water-fowl
of the river with a, lu" n bill and sonn, bluish feathers on the wings .
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The female is apparently uniformly black, or rather
dark brown, but the male has a conspicuous crest,
with, apparently, white on the bindhead, a white
breast, and white line on the lower side of the neck ;
i . e ., the head and breast are black and white con-
spicuously . Can this be the Fuligula albeola, and have
I commonly seen only the female? Or is it a grebe?

Fair Haven Pond four fifths clear. C . saw a phoebe,
i. e . pewee, the 25th .
The sheldrake has a peculiar long clipper look, often

moving rapidly straight forward over the water . It
sinks to very various depths in the water sometimes,
as when apparently alarmed, showing only its head
and neck and the upper part of its back, and at others,
when at ease, floating buoyantly on the surface, as if
it had taken in more air, showing all its white breast
and the white along its sides . Sometimes it lifts itself
up on the surface and flaps its wings, revealing its
whole rosaccous breast and its lower parts, and look-
ing in form like a penguin . When I first saw them
fly up-stream I suspected that they had gone to Fair
Haven Pond and would alight under the lee of the
Cliff . So, creeping slowly down through the woods
four orfive rods, I was enabled to get afair sight of them,
and finally we sat exposed on the rocks within twenty-
five rods . They appear not to observe a person so
high above them .

It was a pretty sight to see a pair of them tacking;
about, always within a foot or two of each other and
heading the same way, now on this short tack, now
on that, the male taking the lead, sinking deep and
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looking every way . When the whole twelve had come
together they would soon break up again, and were
continually changing their ground, though not diving,
now sailing slowly this way a dozen rods, and now
that, and now coming in near the shore . Then they
would all go to preening themselves, thrusting their
bills into their backs and keeping up such a brisk
motion that you could not get a fair sight of one's head .
From time to time you heard a slight titter, not of
alarm, but perhaps a breeding-note, for they were
evidently selecting their mates . I saw one scratch
its car or head with its foot . Then it was surprising
to see how, briskly sailing off one side, they went to
diving, as if they .had suddenly come across a school

A whole company would disappear at
once, never rising high as before . -Now for nearly a
minute there is not a feather to be seen, and the next
minute you see a party of half a dozen there, chas-
ing one another and making the water fly far and
wide .
When returning, we saw, near the outlet of the pond,

seven or eight sheldrakes standing still in a line on the
edge of the ice, and others swimming close by . They
evidently love to stand on the ice for a change .

I saw on the 22d a sucker which apparently had been
dead a weel; or two at least. Therefore they must begin
to die late ill the winter.

of minnows .

JOUR\AI.
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-. '1'o Cliffs .
After a cloudy morning, a warm and pleasant after-

noon . l bear that a few geese were seen this morning .
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Israel Rice says that he heard two brown thrashers
sing this morning! Is sure because he has kept the bird
in a cage . I can't believe it .

I go down the railroad, turning off in the cut . I
notice the hazel stigmas in the warm hollow on the
right there, just beginning to peep forth . This is an
unobserved but very pretty and interesting evidence
of the progress of the season . I should not have noticed
it if I had not carefully examined the fertile buds .
It is like a crimson star first dimly detected in the twi-
light . The warmth of the day, in this sunny hollow
above the withered sedge, has caused the stigmas to
show their lips through their scaly shield . They do
not project more than the thirtieth of an inch, some
not the sixtieth . The staminate catkins are also con-
siderably loosened . Just as the turtles put forth their
heads, so these put forth their stigmas in the spring .
How many accurate thermometers there are on every
hill and in every valley ., Measure the length of the
hazel stigmas, and you can tell how much warmth
there has been this spring . How fitly and exactly any
season of the year may be described by indicating the
condition of some flower!

I go by the springs toward the epigoca . It is a fine
warm day with a slight haziness . It is pleasant to sit
outdoors now, and, it being Sunday, neighbors walk
about or stand talking in the sun, looking at and scratch-
ing the dry earth, which they are glad to see and smell
again . In the sunny epigaea wood I start up two Vanessa
dntiopa, which flutter about over the dry leaves be-
fore, and are evidently attracted toward me, settling
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at last within a few feet . The same warm and placid
day calls out men and butterflies .

It. i s surprising that men can be divided into those
who lead an indoor and those who lead an outdoor life,
as if birds and quadrupeds were to be divided into
those that lived a within nest or burrow life and [those]
that lived without their nests and holes chiefly . How
many of our troubles are house-bred! IIe lives an out-
door life ; i . e ., he is not squatted behind the shield of
a door, he does not keep himself tubbed . It is such a
questionable phrase as an "honest man," or the "naked
eye," as if the eye which is not covered with a spy-
glass should properly be called naked .
From `'Wheeler's plowed field on the top of Fair Haven

Hill, I look toward Fair Haven Pond, now quite smooth.
There is not a duck nor a gull to be seen on it . I can
hardly believe that it was so alive with them yesterday .
Apparently they improve this warm and pleasant day,
with little or no wind, to continue their journey north-
ward . The strong and cold northwest wind of about
a week past has probably detained them . Knowing
that the meadows and ponds were swarming with ducks
yesterday, you go forth this particularly pleasant and
still clay ' to see them at your leisure, but find that they
are all (,one . No doubt there are some left, and many
more will soon come with the April rains . It is a, wild
life that is associated with stormy and blustering weather .
When the invalid comes forth on his cane, and misses
improve the pleasant air to look for signs of vegetation,
that wild fife liar withdrawn itself .
But v-lien one kind of life goes, another comes . This
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plowed land on the top of the hill - and all other fields
as far as I observe -- is covered with cobwebs, which
every few inches are stretched from root to root or clod
to clod, gleaming and waving in the sun, the light
flashing along them as they wave in the wind . How
much insect life and activity connected with this pecu-
liar state of the atmosphere these imply! Yet I do not
notice a spider . Small cottony films are continually
settling down or blown along through the air.' Does
not this gossamer answer to that of the fall? They
must have sprung to with one consent last night or
this morning and bent new cables to the clods and
stubble all over this part of the world .
The little fuzzy gnats, too, are in swarms in the air,

peopling that uncrowded space . They are not con-
fined by any fence . Already the distant forest is
streaked with lines of thicker and whiter haze over
the successive valleys .
Walden is open . When? On the 20th it was pretty

solid . C . sees a very little ice in it to-day, but probably
it gets entirely free to-night. Fair Haven Pond is open.z

Sitting on the top of the Cliffs, I look through my
glass at the smooth river and see the long forked rip-
ple made by a musquash
swimming along over the
meadow . While I sit on
these warm rocks, turning my, glass toward the moun-

' A gossamer day . I see them also for a week after .
z This and Flint's and Walden all open together this year, the lat-

ter was so thinly frozen! (For C . says Flint's and Walden were each
a third open on the 25th .)
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tains, I can see the sun reflected from the rocks on Mo-
nadnock, and I know that it would be pleasant to be
there too to-day as well as here . I see, too, warm and
eosy seats on the rocks, where the flies are buzzing,
and probably some walker is enjoying the prospect .
From this hilltop I overlook, again bare of snow,

putting on a warm, hazy spring face, this seemingly
concave circle of earth, in the midst of which I was
born and dwell, which in the northwest and southeast
has a more distant blue rim to it, as it were of more
costly manufacture . On ascending the hill next his
home, every man finds that he dwells in a shallow con-
cavity whose sheltering walls are the convex surface
of the earth, beyond which he cannot see . I see those
familiar features, that large type, with which all my
life is associated, unchanged .

Cleaning out the spring on the west side of Fair
Haven Hill, I find a small frog, apparently a bullfrog,
just come forth, which must have wintered in the mud
there. There is very little mud, however, and the
rill never runs more than four or five rods before it is
soaked up, and the whole spring often dries up in the
summer . It seems, then, that two or three frogs, the
sole inhabitants of so small a spring, will bury them-
selves at its head . :k fc%w frogs will be buried at the
puniest spring-head .
Coming home, I hear the croaking frogs in the pool

on the south side of Hubbard's Grove . It is sufficiently
warm for them at last .
Near the sand path above Potter's mud-hole I find

what I should call twenty and more mud turtles'
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eggs close together, which appear to have been dug
from a hole close by last year . They are all broken or
cracked and more or less indented and depressed,
and they look remarkably like my pigeon's egg fungi,
a dirty white covered thickly with a pure white rough-
ness, which through a glass is seen to be oftenest in
the form of minute but regular rosettes of a very pure
whit? substance . If these are turtles' eggs,-and there
is no stem mark of a fungus, -it is remarkable that
they should thus come to resemble so closely another
natural product, the fungus .
The first lark of the . Q3d sailed through the meadow

with that peculiar prolonged chipping or twittering
sound, perhaps sharp clucking .

March Q9 . Monda2/.

	

Hear a phoebe early in the
morning over the street . Considerable frost this morn-
ing, and some ice formed on the river. The white maple
stamens are very apparent now on one tree, though
they do not project beyond the buds .
P . M. - To Ball's Hill .
Nearly as warm and pleasant as yesterday.
I see what I suppose is the female rusty grackle ;

black body with green reflections and purplish-brown
head and neck, but I notice no light iris . By a pool
southeast of Nathan Barrett's, see five or six painted
turtles in the sun, - probably some were out yester-
day, - and afterward, along a ditch just east of the
pine hill near the river, a great many more, as many
as twenty within a rod . I must have disturbed this
afternoon one hundred at least . They have crawled
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out on to the grass on the sunny side of the ditches
where there is a sheltering bank . I notice the scales
of one all turning up on the edges . It is evident that
great numbers lie buried in the mud of such ditches
and mud-holes in the winter, for they have not yet
been crawling over the meadows . Some have very
broad yellow lines on the back ; others are almost uni-
formly dark above . They hurry and tumble into the
water at your approach, but several soon rise to the
surface and just put their heads out to reconnoitre .
Each trifling weed or clod is a serious impediment in
their path, catching their flippers and causing them
to tumble back . They never lightly skip over it . But
then they have patience and perseverance, and plenty
of time . The narrow edges of the ditches are almost
paved in some places with their black and muddy backs .
They seem to come out into the sun about the time
the phoebe is heard over the water.
At the first pool I also scared up a snipe . It rises

with a single era-a-clc and goes off with its zigzag flight,
with its bill presented to the earth, ready to charge
bayonets against the inhabitants of the mud.
As I sit two thirds the way up the sunny side of the

pine hill, looking over the meadows, which are now
almost completely bare, the crows, by their swift flight
and scolding, reveal to me some large bird of prey
hovering over the river . I perceive by its markings
and -size that it cannot be a, lien-liawk, and now it
settles on the topmost branch of a white maple, bend-
ing it do-,vn . Its great armed and fea,tliercd legs dangle
helplessly in the air for a moment, as if feeling for the
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perch, while its body is tipping this way and that. It
sits there facing me some forty or fifty rods off, pluming
itself but keeping a good lookout . At this distance
and in this light, it appears to have a rusty-brown
head and breast and is white beneath, with rusty leg-
feathers and a tail black beneath . When it flies
again it is principally black varied with white, regular
light spots on its tail and wings beneath, but chiefly
a conspicuous white space on the forward part of the
back; also some of the upper side of the tail or tail-
coverts is white . It has broad, ragged, buzzard-like
wings, and from the white of its back, as well as the
shape and shortness of its livings and its not having a
gull-like body, I think it must be an eagle . It lets
itself down with its legs somewhat helplessly dangling,
as if feeling for something on the bare meadow, and
then gradually flies away, soaring and circling higher
and higher until lost in the downy clouds . This lofty
soaring is at least a grand recreation, as if it were
nourishing sublime ideas . I should like to know why
it soars higher and higher so, whether its thoughts
are really turned to earth, for it seems to be more nobly
as well as highly employed than the laborers ditching
in the meadow beneath or any others of my fellow-
townsmen.

Hearing a quivering note of alarm from some bird,
I look up and see a male hen-harrier, the neatly built
hawk, sweeping over the hill .
While I was looking at the eagle (? ), I saw, on the

hillside far across the meadow by Holbrook's clearing,
what I at first took for a red flag or handkerchief
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carried along on a pole, just above the woods . It
was a fire in the woods, and I saw the top of the flash-
ing flames above the tree-tops . The woods are in a
state of tinder, and the smoker and sportsman and the
burner must be careful now.

I do not see a duck on the Great Meadows to-day,
as I did not up-stream yesterday. It is remarkable
how suddenly and completely those that were here
two days ago have left us . It is true the water has gone

I infer that water-down still more on the meadows .
fowl travel in pleasant weather .
With many men their fine manners are a lie all over,

a skim-coat or finish of falsehood . They are not brave
enough to do without this sort of armor, which they
wear night and day .
The trees in swamps are streaming with gossamer

at least thirty feet up, and probably were yesterday .
I see at Gourgas's hedge many tree sparrows and

fox-colored sparrows .
loud and sweetly .

	

Somewhat like ar, tea, - tine'-twe,
twee-twe, or ar te, ter twee-twe, twee-twe, variously. They
are quite tame .

The latter are singing very

March 30.

	

P. M. - To my boat at Cardinal Shore
and thence to Lee's Cliff .

Another fine afternoon,
think .

I walk in the fields now without slumping in the
thawing ground, or there are but few soft places, and
the distant sand-banks look dry and warm. The frogs
are now heard leaping into the ditches on your approach,

warmer than before, I
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and their dimple is seen .
under my boat .

Approaching carefully the little pool south of Hub-
bard's Grove, I see the dimples where the croakers
which were on the surface have dived, and I see
or three still spread out on the surface, _JV
sun . They are very wary, and instantly

	

1t
to the bottom on your approach and bury 4P''a.

selves in the weeds or mud. The water is quite smooth,
and it is very warm here, just under the edge of the
wood, but I do not hear any croaking . Later, in a pool
behind Lee's Cliff, I hear them, -the waking up of
the leafy pools . The last was a pool amid the blue-
berry and huckleberry and a few little pines . I do not
remember that I ever' hear this frog in the river or
ponds . They seem to be an early frog, peculiar to
pools and small ponds in the woods and fields .

I notice, scampering over this water, two or three
brown spiders, middling-sized . They appear to be the
ones which have spun this gossamer .
There is at the bottom of this pool much of the

ludwigia, that evergreen weed seen in winter at the
bottom of pools and ditches . Methinks those peculiar
bulbs, some of which I see near it, are of this plant .
Landing at Bittern Cliff, I went round through the

woods to get sight of ducks on the pond . Creeping
down through the woods, I reached the rocks, and saw
fifteen or twenty sheldrakes scattered about . The full-
plumaged males, conspicuously black and white and
often swimming in pairs, appeared to be the most wary,

' [Queried in pencil .]

I find a smallish bullfrog'

two
in the
dive
them-
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keeping furthest out .

	

Others, v ith much less white
and duller black, were very lnrsily fishing just north
the inlet of the pond, where there is about three feet
of water, and others still playing and preening them-
selves . These ducks, whose tame representatives are
so sluggish and deliberate in their motions, were full
of activity . A party of these ducks fishing and play-
ing is a very lively scene . On one side, for instance,
you will see a party of eight or ten busily diving and
most of the time under water, not rising high when they
come up, and soon plunging again . The whole sur-
face will be in commotion there, though no ducks may be
seen . I saw one come up with a large fish, whereupon
all the rest, as they successively came to the surface,
gave chase to it, while it held its prey over the water
in its bill, and they pursued with a great rush and clatter
a dozen or more rods over the surface, making a great
furrow, in the water, but, there being some trees in the
way, I could not sec the issue . I saw seven or eight
all dive together as with one consent, remaining under
half a minute or more. On another side you see a party
which seem to be playing and pluming themselves .
They will run and dive and come up and dive again
every three or four feet, occasionally one pursuing an-
other ; will flutter in the water, making it fly, or erect
themselves at full length on the surface like a penguin,
and flap their wines . This party make an incessant
noise .

	

Again you Nvill see sonic steadily tacking this
way or that in the middle of the pond, and often they
rest there asleep with their heads in their backs . They
readily cross the pond, swimming from this side to that .
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While I am watching the ducks, a mosquito is en-
deavoring to sting me .
At dusk I hear two flocks of geese go over .

March 31 . P . M. -To Flint's Pond .
A fresh south or southeast wind .
The most forward willow catkins are not so silvery

now, more grayish, being much enlarged and the down
less compact, revealing the dark scales .

Flint's, Fair Haven, and Walden Ponds broke up
just about the same time, or March 28th, this year . This
is very unusual . It is because on account of the mild-
ness of the winter Walden did not become so cold as
the others, or freeze so thick, and there was propor-
tionally less thawing to be done in it .
They are burning brush nowadays . You see a great

slanting column of dun smoke on the northeast of the
town, which turns out to be much farther off than you
suppose . It is Sam Pierce burning brush . Thus we
are advertised of some man's occupation in a neigh-
boring town. As I walk I smell the smoke of burnings,
though I see none .

In the wood-paths now I see many small red butter-
flies, I am not sure of what species, not seeing them
still . The earliest butterflies seem to be born of the dry
leaves on the forest floor .
I see about a dozen black ducks on Flint's Pond,

asleep with their heads in their backs and drifting
across the pond before the wind . I suspect that they
are nocturnal in their habits and therefore require
much rest by day . So do the seasons revolve and every
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chink is filled . While the waves toss this bright day,
the ducks, asleep, are drifting before it across the
ponds . Every now and then one or two lift their heads
and look about, as if they watched by turns . I see also
two ducks, perhaps a little larger than these, I am
pretty sure without red bills and therefore not shel-
drakes (and they are not nearly as white as sheldrakes
ordinarily), with more elevated heads and gibbous (? )
bills . The heads, bills, and upper parts of neck, black ;'
breast, white or whitish ; but back sober-colored.
Carl they be brant or mallards ?

	

The leaves are now
so dry and loose that it is almost impossible to approach
the shore of the pond without being heard by the ducks .

I am not sure but I heard a pine warbler day before
yesterday, and from what a boy asks me about a yellow
bird which he saw there I think it likely . Just after
sundown I see a large flock of geese in a perfect harrow
cleaving their way toward the northeast, with Napole-
onic tactics splitting the forces of winter.
C . says he saw a great many wood turtles on the bank

of the Assabet to-day . The painted and wood tur-
tles have seemed to be out in surprising abundance at
an unusually early date this year, but I think I can
account for V it . . The river is remarkably low, almost
at summer level . I am not sure that I remember it
so low at this season . Now, probably, these tortoises
would always lie out in the sun at this season, if there
were any bank at hand to lie on . Ordinarily at this
season, the meadows being flooded, together with the
pools and ditches in which the painted turtles lie, there

' Were they geese?
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is no bank exposed near their winter quarters for them

to come out on, and I first noticed them under water

on the meadow. But this year it is but a step for them

to the sunny bank, and the shores of the Assabet and

of ditches are lined with them.
C. heard hylas to-day.


